Prophetic Word received by Senior Leader
Debra Jack and given at NBCF on Sunday,
March 26, 2017
I have never received a word from the LORD quite like this one, as it was in respect to age groups. It
seemed as though the LORD was releasing some specifics to each age group that were meant to become
a FOCUS in our lives. And, this is not to say that we, no matter our age, should all listen and receive each
segment of the word for our mutual benefit.

To ages 0-35 years
I believe the LORD is saying:
“I SEE you! I KNOW you! You are Mine! I have loved you with an everlasting love. I have marked you!
“You are striving. Stop striving and start moving. It is time to move!
“You are not here to be ordinary or do the ordinary. Remember this.
“Make My Business your business! My Business is centered around My Kingdom. It’s a supernatural
Business. It’s time you grasped and understood this.
“Follow My Wisdom, not your own wisdom or the worldly wisdom that is offered.
“Follow My Knowledge, not your own knowledge or the knowledge of religion.
“Pick up the GIFT I have placed in you because it’s for My Business! It’s to use for My Business! It will be
activated through My Wisdom and continue to operate through My knowledge. The GIFT is for the
extra-ordinary. It cannot fully operate in the ordinary.
“The GIFT will only operate fully under submission and obedience to Me through the sacrifice of self.
“Vision! You are in a Season of Visions in order to get Vision. Vision is for visionaries.
“Know this too, no weapon formed against you shall prosper when you are doing My Business!”

Ages 35 and Up
I believe the LORD is saying:
“You are called! Here My Voice!
“You shall serve through the ARM of the LORD--His RIGHT ARM--His RIGHTEOUS RIGHT-STRONG
ARM.”

“Break your own arm!”
“Be quick to obey! Be quick to take a risk toward Me!
“I am nearer now than you think. Lay down every bit of the WORLD CULTURE thinking. This is going to
pain many of you. But trade it in like a used car! It no longer runs!
“Now, buy a new vehicle. Yes! I said, buy a new vehicle! I’m calling you to NEW KIND OF MINISTRY. Yes,
I’m calling you out from the old and into the NEW. A new attitude, a supernatural attitude, with
supernatural thinking that defies worldly logic and produces far beyond what the world can offer you.
NEW! GREATER! So, let GO of the old, right now! Take hold of the NEW!
Obedience and sacrifice will drive you into the NEW!
“I am healing your hearing and restoring your eyesight! Behold! My Glory!
“You are in a SEASON OF DREAMS! I will relay many things to you through dreams. Dreamers, DREAM!”

